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This book is a compilation of Connecticut writer Chris Gay's best witty, humorous, poignant and sarcastic
Random Thoughts. He wrote it to accompany the individual traditional humor showcased on the air

humor areas he broadcasts daily over the Hartford marketplace. More of his writings and voice-over work
may also be found on his website, www. Enjoy!com. covers a broad spectral range of observations on

such topics as lifestyle generally, pop culture, music, movies, politics, sports, television, pet peeves, plus
much more. Shouldn't Ice Cold Beer Be Frozen? Chris Gay is definitely very happy to bring this second
edition collection of his Random Thoughts to you subtly covered in its bright yellowish and green cover.

If laughter is definitely the best medicine, you may never be sick again.thepassionofthechris.
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You would think it would be funny! I bought the reserve, signed and autographed, thinking my husband
want it. Laughter is the best medication." I believe it's okay. But my husband's first comment to me was,
"He's much less funny as he thinks he's. Sort of funny. But it's the kind of humor born of someone who
has an axe to grind. It may be funny, but it's too stuck in biases to essentially work. His other publication,
"Ghost of a Chance," is good. I recommend this book to provide to yourself also to all those you care
about. Hope he corrects it, since it is actually a decent book! AN EXCELLENT Dose Of Humor Everyone
must laugh nowadays with the sad situation the world is in. When I am requiring a quick choose me up, I
grab this book and read a few pages. If you need a good laugh, you need to read this reserve. Interesting
mystery, well written, but there's a plot gap that's disturbing. It makes a great gift. A great bathroom
reader, I thought.
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